Choose the word which does NOT belong by derivation. [1–5]

1. A. democracy B. demon C. demagogue D. epidemic
2. A. bigamy B. polygamy C. heterogamy D. gamy
3. A. demagogue B. pedantic C. strategic D. agriculture
4. A. appendectomy B. phantom C. tmesis D. epitome
5. A. panic B. Pan-American C. panacea D. panorama

Choose the response that defines the underlined word or best completes the sentence. [6–15]

6. The storyteller was using hyperbolic language for emphasis.
   A. special B. exaggerated C. excited D. beautiful

7. The eulogy spoke ___________ of the deceased.
   A. badly B. insultingly C. well D. crazily

8. The excited student was very ________ in class.
   A. hypoactive B. eccentric C. evangelistic D. hyperactive

9. In literature, good parallel constructions show ________.
   A. synopsis B. symmetry C. diagonal structure D. diameter

10. An empath can read the _______ of other people.
    A. emotions B. palms C. faces D. auras

11. The victor stood beside his impressive panoply.
    A. game B. award C. teammates D. armor

12. A chiliastic reign has how many years in it?
    A. 500 B. 1,000,000 C. 1,000 D. 5,000

13. Everybody had a hard time with the cryptogram.
    A. password B. puzzle C. penmanship D. secret

14. The journal published the discovery of a previously unknown abyss.
    A. inflammation B. type of bird C. convent D. chasm

15. Xyloid objects ________.
    A. produce sound B. are yellow C. resemble wood D. fight diseases
Choose the English word which is derived from the given Greek root. [16–25]

16. Herpo  
A. harpy  
B. herpetology  
C. haruspex  
D. herpes

17. Planao  
A. plains  
B. plantain  
C. planet  
D. planner

18. Cheir  
A. sheer  
B. chair  
C. chirp  
D. chiropractor

19. Oikos  
A. autonomy  
B. economy  
C. okra  
D. eccentricity

20. Polemos  
A. polemic  
B. politician  
C. poll  
D. pole

21. Aristoi  
A. star  
B. stellar  
C. arsenal  
D. aristocrat

22. Onoma  
A. onyx  
B. eponym  
C. enigma  
D. oenophile

23. Homos  
A. human  
B. earth  
C. homage  
D. homogeneous

24. Scleros  
A. skeleton  
B. isosceles  
C. scleroderma  
D. scoliosis

25. Ouron  
A. uric  
B. uroid  
C. uroboros  
D. urban

Choose the meaning of the Greek word from which the given English word is derived. [26–35]

26. xiphoid  
A. wood  
B. sword  
C. void  
D. ruler

27. sarcasm  
A. deep hole  
B. wit  
C. sear  
D. flesh

28. anecdote  
A. go  
B. speak  
C. give  
D. see

29. plague  
A. sickness  
B. strike  
C. attach  
D. kill
30. politician  
   A. poll          B. ask          C. city          D. crook

31. electroencephalogram  
   A. write         B. elect        C. eat           D. message

32. prognosticator  
   A. carve         B. spell        C. know         D. protect

33. chiropodist  
   A. head          B. leg          C. foot          D. back

34. hippocampus  
   A. horse         B. plain        C. hip bone      D. brain

35. ethnic  
   A. sieve         B. race         C. custom        D. ideal

Choose the word which best defines each Greek name. [36–40]

36. Dorothea  
       A. God’s Girl    B. God’s Anger  C. Gift of God   D. God of theater

37. Melissa  
       A. elegant       B. honey bee   C. rocklike      D. royal

38. Christos  
       A. anointed one  B. bringer of victory C. full of grace D. the just one

39. Sophia  
       A. soft          B. sweet        C. wise          D. regal

40. Stephen  
       A. clock         B. crown        C. flame         D. face

Choose the correct definition for each phobia. [41–50]

41. Hypnophobia is fear of __________.  
    A. sleep          B. water         C. standing       D. horses

42. Agoraphobia is fear of __________.  
    A. wool           B. open spaces  C. farms          D. silver

43. Algophobia  
    A. blue           B. running away C. pain           D. singing
44. Kainolophobia is fear of __________.
   A. keys                      B. kindness       C. news            D. new things

45. Scolionophobia is fear of __________.
   A. socks                     B. school          C. society         D. searching

46. Xanthophobia is fear of __________.
   A. flowers                   B. xylophones      C. yellow          D. humans

47. Ergophobia is fear of __________.
   A. work                      B. fashion         C. short-term things D. shirts

48. Logophobiophobia is fear of __________.
   A. thresholds                B. lemons          C. forests          D. words

49. Myrmecophobia is fear of __________.
   A. ants                      B. fungi            C. murmuring        D. glass

50. Omphalophobia is fear of __________.
   A. elves                     B. belly buttons    C. elevators        D. eyes